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Mr. Cerón graduated from the Autonomous University of Chihuahua         
in 2011 and throughout his career, he has participated in programs           
for prospecting and mining exploration of base metals, as well as           
gold and silver in the states of Sinaloa, Chihuahua, Zacatecas,          
Coahuila and Durango. He has worked as a geologist responsible          
for directing exploration at Magistral del Oro, Dgo. At the moment,           
his responsibilities include developing drilling programs for Excellon        
Resources Inc. at the La Platosa project in the state of Durango and             
the Evolution Project in Miguel Auza, Zacatecas. Mr. Cerón will          
present a thesis that he has developed from research and investigation that began in 2012 and which he will                   
provide as a service to support mining prospecting. 
 

"Geochemistry of Capillary Caliche in the Vadose Zone for the Detection of 
Potentially Mineralized Areas" 

Abraham Erasmo Cerón García, Ing. Geo.; Miguel Franco-Rubio, PhD. 
 
The three main factors considered in this investigation include: 
 

1) Unconfined Groundwater 
2) Groundwater Absorption 
3) Groundwater Adhesion 

 
Groundwater adhesion acquires special importance because its activity regulates the fluctuations at the             
surface of the water table. Its mobility is controlled by electromagnetic forces at the molecular level. The                 
capillary flow attributed to this phenomenon occurs spherically in all directions. 
 
Water being the natural solvent par excellence, upon maintaining contact with mineralized bodies for millions of                
years, leaches the soluble compounds among which are included chemical elements generally considered             
immobile due to their resistance to solubility, elements of intermediate mobility and of high mobility. The                
capillary water, when moving vertically, promotes the dispersion of solutes towards the vadose zone that, when                
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passing from the liquid to the gaseous state in desert areas, precipitates the capillary caliche in horizons                 
arranged on the cusps of the marginal capillary strip. 
 
The purpose of this model is to reduce the cost of exploration for mineralization of economic importance that                  
could be below the alluvial cover in regions likely to have ore deposits. 
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